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REMARKS ON MARTIN'S AXIOM 
AND THE CONTINUUM HYPOTHESIS 

STEVO TODORCEVIC 

Martin's axiom and the Continuum Hypothesis are studied here using the notion of a 
ccc partition i.e., a partition of the form 

(1) [X]<U = K0UKU 

where Ko has the following properties: 
(a) Ko contains subsets of its elements as well as all singletons of X. 
(b) Every uncountable subset of Âo contains two elements whose union is in Ko. 
If we have a finite m > 2, then [X]m = Ko U K\ is a ccc partition provided that every 

uncountable family of finite O-homogeneous sets has two members whose union is also 
O-homogeneous. Let 

denote the statement that every ccc partition of the form ( 1 ) for X = 6 has a O-homo
geneous set of size K i.e., a subset A of 6 of size K such that [A]<UJ Ç Ko. Similarly 
one defines 9 —-> (K,uj\)m for a fixed finite dimension m. Note that this relation is a 
considerable weakening of the ordinary partition relation 6 —* (K,uj\)m, since a ccc 
partition can never have an uncountable 1-homogeneous set, so of the two alternatives 
given by 6 —> (K,uj\)m the second one is always impossible. This explains the symbol 
"u;i" in our notation. The following are examples of results about this new relation: 

(2) c + ^ ( c + , o ; , ) < " , 
CCC 

(3) C T M C . W , ) 3 , 
CCC 

(4) 6 ^ ( 6 , a ; , ) 2 , 
CCC 

(5) t ^ ( t , « ; i ) < w . 

(Here c denotes the cardinality of the continuum; b is the minimal cardinality of an <*-
unbounded subset of UJU ; t is the minimal type of a C*-decreasing sequence of infinite 
subsets of LJ which can't be extended.) The result (2) can be thought of as a form of the 
Erdôs-Rado-Kurepa result c+ —• (c+, u\ )2, and, in fact, a direct proof of (2) can be given 
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by copying a standard argument for the Erdôs-Rado-Kurepa result: For every 6 < c+ of 
cofinality > UJ fix a maximal % C ^ 0 H [<5 ] < a ; such that: 

(c) F U { £ } £ t f 0 f o r a l l F i n ^ , 
(d) FU G ^ o for all F ^ Ginft. 
Since every % is countable there is stationary S Ç c+ such that for some 7,% — 7 

for all 5 in 5. It is easily checked that [S]<u Ç £"0. 
As in the case of the ordinary partition symbol, 6 —• (/c,o;i)m becomes stronger as 

m grows with 0 —> (/c,o;i)<a; being the strongest statement. Hence, c+ ^ (c+,a;i)3, 
c+ —• (c+,o;i)4,... are all consequences of (2). Note that their ordinary counterparts 
are all false giving us an example that shows the difference between the two partition 
relations. The difference becomes even more striking when one analyzes the well-known 
partition of Sierpinski's result C-/+(LU\)2 obtained by comparing the usual ordering of the 
reals with a well-ordering. First of all, note that one cannot prove the exact ccc version 
of Sierpinski's result since MA implies c —» {K,UJ\)<UJ for all K < c. [Apply MA to 
the poset of all finite 0-homogeneous sets.] It turned out that the search for ccc versions 
of c-^(uj\)\ included some key steps in solutions of several well-known open problems 
of seemingly quite different nature (see [19] and [22]). The relations (3) and (4) of [19] 
and (5) of [22] are the results of that search. They will essentially be reproduced here in 
statements (16), (14) and (17) of §4, respectively. 

Let pç, (£ < 6 ), be a sequence of elements of a ccc poset fP. Let ^o be the set of all 
finite F Ç 0 for which there is a p in (P such that p < p^ for all £ in F. Let K\ be the 
complement of ^o in [9 ]<cv. Then [6 ]<UJ = KoU K\ is a ccc partition such that/?^, (£ G 
//) , is centered in fP iff [H]<u Ç K0. This shows that 6 ™ (/c, u\)<w is equivalent to the 
familiar statement (see [1; § 1]) that every ccc poset (space) has precaliber (6, AC). Thus 
(2), reduces to the well-known result (see [1;5.12], [10; § 10]) that every ccc poset has 
precaliber c+. 

This paper refines and builds on the result of [22] which says that 
(6) MA^, is equivalent to UJ\ —> ( O ^ ) ^ , 

i.e., that Martin's axiom is not only a forcing axiom (i.e., a strong Baire Category Theo
rem; see [12]) but also a Ramsey-type statement which has been considered long before 
the invention of forcing (see [9], [8], [11], [16]). In particular, we shall prove (§2) that 
MA# is Ramsey for 6 not necessarily equal to UJ\ . The proof of (6) involved a fine analy
sis of Martin's axiom and required new constructions (in the spirit of [19]) of ccc posets 
and partitions. The analysis had some applications outside the original scope (see [22], 
[21]) and this will also be the case with the present paper. For example, using the result 
of § 2 we shall analyze the Luzin-set axiom discussed by van Douwen and Fleissner [3] 
and Miller and Prikry [14]. Another problem we shall solve here (§ 1) is the technical 
problem of specializing Aronszajn trees using only the 2-dimensional Ramsey axiom 
for ccc partitions (which is a slight weakening of the familiar statement that every ccc 
poset has Property K; see [4]). The last section (§5) contains a definition of a definable 
ccc poset or a definable ccc partition which is used to supplement the discussion started 
in [3]. In §4 we analyze a Ramsey-theoretic form of the Continuum Hypothesis. 
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834 STEVO TODORCEVIC 

1. Aronszajn trees. The result (6) naturally leads to the following two questions: 
(7) Is MAN, equivalent to UJ\ —> (a; 1)2? 

CCC o CCC T 

(8) Is u\ —• (^1)2 equivalent to OJ\ —> (CJI)^? 

Test problems for both (7) and (8) are whether we can code subsets of UJ\ by the reals, 
or whether we can specialize A-trees using only the 2-dimensional Ramsey axiom for 
ccc partitions. (It is known (see [22], [21]) that three dimensions are sufficient for both 
of these two tasks.) In this section we pass the second test. The proof might appear a 
bit technical but we shall see in the next section that the process of specializing is quite 
relevant to Martin's axiom. It can be considered as part of the general problem of 2-
dimensional coding. 

THEOREM 1. To every Aronszajn tree T we can associate a ccc partition [T\2 = 
KQ U K\ such that if there is uncountable X such that [X]2 Ç K$ then T is the union of 
countably many antichains. 

PROOF. We shall assume T = LJ\,<T where a <T (3 implies a < /?. The associa
tion will depend on two objects. The first one is an one-to-one sequence ra,(a < u\), 
of elements of { 0,1} u. The second object is an e: [u)\]2 —* UJ such that: 

(e) ea — e(-, a): a —> u is one-to-one for all a, 

(f) U <<* :e(£,<*)^ e(£,/3)} is finite for all a < /3. 
[A simple way to obtain such e is to consider p\\ [OJ\]2 —• UJ defined recursively by 
pi(a,/3) = max{ \CpD a\, p\(a,min(Cp \ a))} from a sequence Ca,(a < u\), such 
that Ca+\ = {a} and tp Ca = u and sup Ca — a for limit a. A simple inductive proof 
shows that p\ satisfies (e) and (f) except that (pi)a 's are only finite-to-one. We correct 
this by an obvious stretching-up formula (see [20; p. 271, 1.6]). A detailed historical 
remark concerning the existence of such e is given in [20; pp. 291-2]. We adopt the 
convention e(a, a) = 0 whenever we consider a mapping e with domain some [6 ]2 — 
{(a, (3) : ex < f3 < 9}. For q and r in { 0,1} u (or uu), A(g, r) is the minimal / such 
that q(i) / r(/); if q — r, let A(g, r) = 00. If X is a (finite) set of ordinals and if / is less 
that its size, X(i) denotes the /th element of X in the increasing order.] The partition 

(9) [u>i]2 = K0UKl 

associated to T is defined by 

(10) { a, j3 } G £0 iff e~l (/) and e^l(l) are T-incomparable for all / < A(ra, r@ ) 

for which both e~l (/) and e^l(l) are defined (i.e., / G range(ea )n range(^ )) and different. 
Suppose X is uncountable and [X]2 Ç ^0- For s in { 0,1} <u of length equal to some 

/+ 1, set 

As = { £, < ^1 :e(£,a)=lfox some a inX with s C ra} . 

Then As is an antichain of T for all s. Since As cover T we would be done once we prove 
the following 
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CLAIM. (9) is a ccc partition. 

PROOF. Let J be an uncountable family of disjoint finite O-homogeneous sets of 
(9). We may assume that the members of jF have some fixed size k. 

Consider a limit ordinal 6 < u\ and an F in jF with all elements above S. Let n = 
n(F, 6 ) be the minimal integer such that for all a < /? in F U { 6 } : 

(g) A(ra,rp)< n, 

(h) ^ , a ) ^ ^ , i 8 ) i m p l i e s ^ , a ) , K ^ ) 8 ) < « f o r a l U < «• 
Let / / = //(£, F) be the set of all £ such that e(£, a ) < n for some a in F U { £ }. 

Note that FU {<$ } is a subset of H. Note also that if we take the transitive collapse of// 
to an integer the sequence ea ÏH, (a G F), collapses to a ^-sequence s of mappings with 
integer-domains. Let f denote the sequence of restrictions r \ (w +1), (a G F), enumerated 
in increasing order. This means that every F of jF above 8 generates a quadruple 

(H(6,F)n6,H6,F),s(6,F),n(89F)) 

of parameters. The set of such quadruples is clearly countable, so we can find two el
ements Fs and G$ of f above S generating the same quadruple of parameters which 
we denote by (Hs,rs,ss,ns). Moreover, we choose Fs and Gs to satisfy the following 
isomorphism condition with respect to Hs and the tree T: 

(i) If / < w, if/ < k, if a = Fs(i) and/? = Gs(i), then e~l(l) and e^l(l) have the 
same 7-predecessors in H$. 

Let m = ms be the minimal integer above ns such that A(ra, rp ) < m for all a in F$ 
and /? in G$. Let /,§ be the set of all £ such that e(£, a ) < m for some a in F$ U G$. Let /?$ 
be the sequence of restrictions ra \m,(a G Fs ), and let q$ be the sequence of restrictions 
ra f ra, (a G G,ç ), enumerated in increasing order. Let F$ and w$ be the transitive collapses 
of ea lis, (a E f t ), and ep lis, (/? G G<§ ), respectively. By the Pressing Down Lemma 
we can find stationary S Q u>\, (H,r9s, n) and (I,p, q, F, w, ra) such that for all 6 in 5: 

(j) (Hs,rè,ss,nè) = (H,r,s,n), 
(k) ( / « n i , ^ , ^ , i i j , i ( s , ^ ) = {I,p,q,t,û,m). 
Moreover, we may assume the following analogue of (i) where &i is the size of /7 \ 7 

for all 7 is S: 
(1) For all 7 and 6 in S and i < k\9ifrj = 77 (/) and £ = h (0 then £ and 77 have the 

same /"-predecessors in /. 
By the standard property of an A-tree there exist 7 < è in S such that 
(m) every element of / 7 \ 7 is incomparable with every element of k\6. 
We will show that [F7 U Q ] 2 Ç Ko and this will finish the proof that (9) is a ccc 

partition. So let a = F1 (j) and (3 = Gs (j) be given where ij < k. 

CASE 1. i ^ j . Pick an / < A(ra,rp). Note that by the first choice of parameters 
(see (g)), / < n. Assume e~l(l) and e^l(l) are both defined. We shall prove that they are 
either equal or T-incomparable. 

SUBCASE la. e~l(l) < 7 and e^l(l) < 6. By the first choice of parameters, e~l(t) 
and eZx (/) are elements of H which is an initial segment of both //(7, F1 ) and H(6 ,Gs). 
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Therefore, the behaviour of ea and ep on H is coded by the / and/ term of s, respec
tively. So if /?" = F7(/), we have e^{l) = ep(l). Since {a, /?"} G #o, by (10) it 
follows that e~l(l) and e^ *(0 are ^-incomparable if they are different. 

SUBCASElb. e~\l) < 7 and^HO ehXS.L&P' = G7(/). Since e"1 (Z)is in/ / C / 
the condition (1) reduces the problem to checking that e~l (/) and e^} (/) are incomparable 
in T (because the position of eZx(J) in Is is equal to the position of ez} (I) in 77 ). Now the 
condition (i) reduces this problem to checking that e~l(l) and ep(l) are incomparable 
in T. This follows from { a,(3"} G K0 and the fact that / < A(ra, r^) = A(ra, r^) = 
A(r t t ,r^). 

SUBCASE Ie. e"1^) G / 7 \ 7 and ^ ( 0 < £• T n i s i s essentially symmetric to the 
previous subcase by going from a to a' = F$ (/) and then to a" = G& (/). 

SUBCASE ld. ^ ( Z ) G / 7 \ 7 and e^l(I) e k\6. The incomparability follows from 
the condition (m). 

CASE 2. / = 7. Consider again an / < A(ra, rp ). Note that now / < m. 

SUBCASE 2a. e~l(l) < 7 and e^l(l) < 6. Then e~\l) and ^ ( 0 are elements of I 
which is an intial segment of both 77 and Is. Therefore the /th term of U codes both ep \l 
and ^ / \l. It follows that er^Z) — ^ ( 0 - If Z < n, then el'HO is in H and since the /th 
term of s codes both <?a f// and ep< \H it follows that e~l (/) = ^7/ (/). If / > M, then e"1 (/) 
and e~z} (/) are not elements of H, so by (h) we have 

ei {e~l (0) = ea (e~l (/)) = / = ey (erf (/)) = e, ( ( ^ (/)) 

Since e1 is one-to-one, it follows that e~l(l) and ^ ( Z ) are equal, so we are done. 

SUBCASE 2b. e~l(l) < 7 and e^l(l) G /$ \£ . Similarly as in the previous subcase 
we have e~x (/) = ez}(l) G /. Since the /th term of w codes both ^ 17 and ep> \l we must 
have that e^1 (/) is equal to e^}(l), a contradiction. So, the Subcase 2b never occurs. 

SUBCASE 2e. e'HO G / 7 \ 7 and e ^ ( 0 < 5. This is symmetric to the previous 
subcase. 

SUBCASE 2d. e~l(l) G 77 \ 7 and e^x(/) G ^ \ è . The incomparability of e"1 (/) and 
e^ *(Z) follows from (m). This finishes the proof of Theorem 1. 

The proof of Theorem 1 gives a general procedure of associating to every partition of 
the form 

(11) [wi]2 = C o U d 

another partition 

(12) [a;i]2 = *oU ffi 

such that every uncountable 0-homogeneous set for (12) gives a decomposition of uj\ 
into countably many 0-homogeneous sets for (11). [{ a, /? } G KQ iff { e~](/), e^l(l)} G 
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C0 for all / < A(ra,rp) for which e~l(l) and e^l(l) are defined and different.] We are 
especially interested under which conditions on (11) the partition (12) is ccc. Note that it 
is not sufficient to assume only that (11) is ccc. For example, let Co be the comparability 
graph of a Souslin tree. The proof of Theorem 1 needs the following property of (11) 
(which corresponds to the condition (m)): 

(n) For every uncountable family 7 of disjoint finite subsets of uj\ there exist F ^ G 
in f such that {a , /?} E C0 for all a in F and /3 in G. 

Clearly, the incomparability graph of an Aronszajn tree satisfies (n). A requirement 
closely related to (n) is the condition that the poset (P of all finite O-homogeneous sets for 
(11) is powerfully ccc i.e., that all finite powers of fP are ccc. Note that u\ —* (u\)\ is an 
immediate consequence of the classical statement (considered in [9], [8]) that every ccc 
poset fP has property K (i.e., that every uncountable subset of fP contains an uncountable 
subset of pairwise compatible elements). On the other hand, UJ\ —> (OJI)2, implies that 
every powerfully ccc poset fP has property K. [If p^, (£ < u\), is a sequence of elements 
of IP define [UJ\]2 = Ko U K\ by letting { £, r\} m Ko iff Pi and/?^ are compatible in (P. 
Let J be a disjoint family of finite O-homogeneous set all of the same fixed size n. To 
every F we associate the element of (Pk where k = n + (!j) which first lists p^, (£ E F), in 
increasing order and which on the {ij} th place has an extension of p^ and pv where £ 
is the /th and rj theyth element of F in the increasing enumeration. Since !Pk is ccc we can 
find F and G'm^f for which the corresponding elements of $* are compatible. It is easily 
checked that this means that F U G is O-homogeneous. Thus [UJ\\2 — Ko U K\ is a ccc 
partition. Let H be an uncountable O-homogeneous set. Then p^, (£ G H), is a sequence 
of pairwise compatible elements.] Powerfully ccc posets have proved to be sufficient in 
any known application of Martin's axiom. In fact, it is still unknown whether Martin's 
axiom for powerfully ccc posets is actually the same as the full Martin's axiom. (Note 
that while a Souslin tree T is not powerfully ccc it can be destroyed using a powerfully 
ccc poset i.e., the poset of all finite antichains of T.) 

2. Martin's axiom. The purpose of this section is to extend (6) by proving that 
higher instances of MA are also Ramsey. The proof uses the existence of a c: 8 2 —» u 
which is not constant on the product of any two infinite subsets of 6. This statement is in 

the literature usually denoted by (2)T^(^)^ ' 1 • N o t e t n a t GO^Ol'1 s o t h a t ^6^ w i l 1 b e a 

special case of our result. 

THEOREM 2. Assume (^)-A(^) J • Then 6 ^5 (0, u\)<UJ impliesM Ag for powerfully 
ccc posets. 

Our interest in the assumption is primarily based on its upward absoluteness. This 
will be explained and used in later sections of this paper. In particular, the next section 
explains this assumption when 8 = U2 in the context of MA^2. By the proof of Theo
rem 3.3 of [22], the proof of Theorem 2 reduces to showing that every powerfully ccc 
poset P̂ of size < 6 is a-centered assuming only the Ramsey axiom for ccc partitions. 
[This is so because the poset of Theorem 1.5 of [22] (note the typo on p. 407,1. 11 of 
[22]: 1.4 should be 1.5) is also powerfully ccc] To prepare for this we need two lemmas. 
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LEMMA 1. ( f l ) / * ^ ' 1 implies 9 -f*[0]fu. 

PROOF. Suppose that 9 —• [9 ]fu and let c: 9 2 —> u be given. By coding a submodel 
of some large enough HK as an algebra on 9 and using the fact that 9 —> [9 ] ^ ' we can get 
an elementary submodel M of//K of size 9 such that c G M and 9 %M (see [3],[6]). Let 
a be the minimal ordinal of 9 not in M. Choose X Ç 0 n M of size a + such that for some 
n, c(a, £ ) = w for all £ in X. By elementarity of M, a is a limit ordinal and for every finite 
F Ç X the set AF of all /3 < a such that c(/3, £ ) = « for all £ in F is unbounded in a. 
Since X has size bigger than a, there is ao < a such that Xo = { £ E X : c(ao, £ ) = n} 
has size a+ . Let £o = minXo. Then A^0^} is unbounded in a for all £ in Xo, so we 
can choose a\ above a0 and X\ C X0 of size a + such that <x\ is in A j ^ j for all £ in 
Xi. Now choose £i in Xi above £o- Proceeding in this way we construct two increasing 
sequences { a,} Ç a and { £,} Ç X such that c(at, £7) = n for all / and j . Since c was 

arbitrary this shows that (^) —• (^) ' finishing the proof. 

LEMMA 2. Suppose c:92 —> UJ is not constant on the product of any two infinite sets. 
Then for every sequence F^,(£ < u\) of disjoint finite subsets of 9 and m < UJ there 
exist £ ^ 7] such that c(a,/3) > m for all a in F^ and (3 in Fr]. 

PROOF. Suppose the Lemma is false for some { F^} and m. We may assume that the 
Fç have some fixed size n. Moreover, we may assume that for every i < n, F^ (/), (£ < 
u\), is strictly increasing. Let ZL be a uniform ultrafilter on uj\ and let <V be a uniform 
ultrafilter on UJ . Then we can find i,j < n and k < m such that 

a.e.ui a.e.cç j] c fa (j), Fç (ij) = k 

This means that if X = {F^fj) : rj < u} then there is uncountable subset Y of 9\ 
such that for every finite H Ç y the set X// of a's in X such that c(a, /? ) = Â: for all (5 
in / / is infinite. Since X is countable there must be ao in X such that YQ — {/3 G Y : 
c(ao,/3) = /:} is uncountable. Let (3o = min ÎQ. Then we can find a\ in X{p0y above aj 
such that Y\ = {(3 € YQ : c{ot\,f3) — k} is uncountable, etc. This procedure gives us 
two increasing sequences { a*} Ç X and {f3i} Ç Y such that c(at, (3j) = k for all / and j 
contradicting the assumption of the Lemma. 

We are ready now to start the proof of Theorem 2. The proof consists of associating 
to every powerfully ccc poset Î* of size 9 a ccc partition 

(13) [0]<u = Ko\JKl 

such that every set X Ç 9 of size 9 with the property [X]<u} Ç KQ gives us a decom
position of (P into countably many centered sets. We shall need three objects in order 
define (13) from (P. The first object is a c: 92 —• UJ which is not constant on the product 
of any two infinite sets. The second object (obtained from the first using Lemma 1) is a 
d: [9 ]<u) -> <P such that d"[X\<UJ = ¥ for all X Ç 9 of size 9. We shall also use a one-
to-one sequence ra,(a < 9 ), of elements of { 0,1} u (Note that 9 < c.) The mapping c 
determines a new c*: [9 ]<UJ —• UJ by 

c\F) = max{c(a,(3): (a , /?) G F 2 } . 
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For F in [6]<UJ and s = (s0,... ,sk) in ({0,1} <^)<^, let ¥F(s) denote the set of all 
elements of fP of the form d(oco,..., a^) for some aç> < • • • < or* in F with the property 

rai\c*(ao,...9(xk) = St 

for all / < k. The partition (13) is defined by letting an F in KQ iff for every s in 
({0, \}<UJ)<UJ, the set &F(S) is consistent in & i.e., there is a condition in T extend
ing every element of &F(S). Note that *PF(S) — 0 for all but finitely many s promising that 
the proof of the following crucial claim may not be as hopeless as it looks. 

CLAIM. (13) is a ccc partition. 

PROOF. Suppose we have an uncountable À-system 7 with root F0 of finite 0-
homogeneous sets of some fixed size n. Refining 7 we may assume that for some m 
and all F: 

(o) c(a, j3 ) < m and A(ra, rp ) < m for all a and (3 in F. 
Since the property of c is preserved by any forcing extension, working in such an exten
sion by (Pk, where k is the cardinality of ({ 0,1} < m)^w , and making a further refinement, 
we may assume that 

(p) &F(s) U <PG(S) is consistent for all F and G in 7 and s in ({ 0,1} <m)<n. 
Choose two uncountable %, 5\ Q 7 and m> m such that 

(q) for every F in 7o and G in 7\, A(ra, r@ ) < m for a ^ (3 in F U G. 
By Lemma 2 (applied to an uncountable disjoint family of sets of the form F U G for F 
in To and G in ^Fi) there exist F in jFo and G in ^i such that 

(r) c(a,(3)> m for a £F\F0mdf3 GG\F 0 . 
We will show that E = F U G is in K0 finishing the proof that (13) is ccc. So let s be 
a given sequence from ({0, \}<u))<u;. Note that we may assume that for some /, every 
term of s has length /. Let k + 1 be the length of s, i.e., s — ( so, • • • » ty) • 

CASE 1. Km. We will show that in this case 

which is consistent by (p). To see this, consider a < • • • < a^ in E. If { az} Ç F 
or {a/} Ç G, d(ao,..., a^) would be in the right hand side of the equality and so we 
would be done. But if this does not happen there would be / and j such that at G F\ Fo 
and (Xj G G\ Fo which by (r) would give us 

/ = c*(ao,..., a*) > c((Xi, (Xj) > m> m, 

a contradiction. 

CASE 2. m < I < m. Consider again ao < • • • < a^ from E. By (o) and the 
definition of c*, it is not the case that {a,} Ç F or { a/} Ç G. So we can find / and y 
such that a, G F\ Fo and oij G G\ FQ giving us a similar contradiction as in the previous 
case. This shows that (PE(S) is empty and we are done. 
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CASE 3. m < I. Note that by (q) in this case for every / < k there can be at most one 
a in E for which ra extends s,. This means that if oc$ < • • • < a^ in E has the properties 
ra. D St for all / and c*(ao,..., otk) = /, the sequence ao < • • • < a* would be unique 
with these properties, and so d(a 0 , . . . , ak) would be the only element of ^(s). Hence 
in the present case ^ ( s ) is at most a singleton and therefore consistent. This finishes the 
proof that (13) is a ccc partition. 

Assume X is a subset of 6 of size 6 such that [X]<u} Ç Ko. For a sequence s in 
({ 0,1} <UJ)<U of some length k + 1, let fPx(s) be the set of all elements of <P of the form 
d((XQ,..., a^) for some ao < • • • < a* in X such that 

ra .rc*(a0 , . . . ,a*) = */ 

for all / < k. Then by the definition of Ko, îx(s) is centered in (P for every s. By the 
choice of d, the sets *Px(s) cover fP showing that ? is a-centered. This finishes the proof 
of Theorem 2. 

Note that in the above proof, much as in § 1, we have performed a certain specializing 
procedure. This time we have specialized (made a -centered) a certain ccc poset by a ccc 
partition. The key combinatorial object needed for this process is certainly the partition 
c. Note that the property of c stated in Lemma 2 is the only property needed in the proof 
of Theorem 2. Hence the specializing procedure (and, therefore, the reduction of MA^ 
to the Ramsey-type statement) can be performed in a wide variety of cases. The more 
interesting is the question whether any assumption (besides 6 < c) is really needed 
in Theorem 2. We shall get a better idea about this question in § §4 and 5 where we 
connect it to the question whether some natural weakenings of CH are in fact equivalent 
to CH. Another interesting problem which emerges from the proof of Theorem 2 asks for 
conditions on the partitions of the form [6 ]m = Co U C\ (with 6 not necessarily equal 
to u)\) which would enable us to construct another ccc partition specializing it in the 
sense of § 1. It should be clear that the proof of Theorem 2 does produce such a partition 
having the form [6 ]2m = KoU K\ assuming that, moreover, we have a d: [6 ]2 —-* 9 such 
that d"[X]2 = 6 for all X Ç 6 of size 0. (Put an F of [0]2m in K0 if for all s0 and s, 
in ({ 0,1} <u)<u} the set of all ordinals of the form d(ao, ot\ ) for ao < a\ in F with the 
property ra. \ c*(c*o, cc\) — St for i < 2 is Co-homogeneous. Of course, it is also necessary 
to assume that the poset fP of all finite F Ç 6 with property [F]m Ç Co is powerfully 
ccc.) Such a d exists for many small cardinals such as u\, o;2, ^ 3 , . . . (see [20]). 

3. Chang's Conjecture. Recall (see [6; § 19]) that Chang's Conjecture (CC) is the 
statement that every model of the form ( U2, w\, <,...) for a countable first-order lan
guage has an uncountable elementary submodel whose intersection with uj\ is countable. 
In this section we shall prove the following theorem which explains the assumption of 
Theorem 2 in the context of M A^2. 

THEOREM 3. Under MA^2, (^2) —> (^) ' is equivalent to Chang's Conjecture. 

The converse implication does not need MAH2 SO we state it as a simple lemma. 
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LEMMA 3. CC implies M -> (w)U. 

PROOF. Let c: uj2 x 002 —+ w be a given partition and by CC choose an uncountable 
elementary submodel M of ( U02, ^ 1 , < , c) such that 6 = MD u;i is countable. Choose a A: 
such that the set Xo of all £ in M such that c(8, £ ) = k is uncountable. By the elementarily 
of M, for every finite F ÇXç, there is arbitrarily large a < 8 such that c(a, £ )•= & for all 
£ in F. So we can proceed as in the proof of Lemma 1 to construct increasing sequences 
{ Oct] Ç 8 and { £;} Ç Zo such that c(a,, £;) = k. This finishes the proof. 

In the rest of this section we shall assume the negation of CC in order to construct a ccc 
poset P̂ forcing a c i ^ x ^ - ^ w which is not constant on the product of any two infinite 
subsets of UJ2- This will finish the proof of Theorem 3. We first need a Lemma that will 
reformulate the negation of CC to a convenient form. We shall need a convention that 
whenever we consider an a with domain [6 ]2 for some 9 then writing a(a, (3 ) implicitly 
yields the fact a < (3. When we don't have any requirement on the ordering between a 
and f3 we use a{ a, f3 } to denote either a(a, /3 ) or a(f3, a ) depending whether a < f3 
or/3 < a. 

LEMMA4. CC fails iff there is a: [0J2]2 —> ^1 such that for every uncountable disjoint 
family f of finite subsets of UJ2 and every 8 < u\ there exist F ^ G in f such that 
a{ a, (3 } > 8 for every a in F and (3 in G. 

PROOF. Suppose ft — ( U2, u>i , < , . . . ) witnesses the negation of CC. Expanding ft, 
we may assume that it contains every integer as a predicate and also a function b: [UJ2]2 —> 
u\ such that /?(-, a): a —> \a\ is one-to-one for all a. For a < f3 < ^2 let 5a/? be the 
Skolem closure of { a, /3 } in ft, and let 

a(a,(3) = sup(Sa,p H u;i). 

Note that «(a, /? ) > £(a, /3 ) for all a and /?. Suppose that « does not satisfy the conclu
sion of the Lemma for some F^, (£ < o;i ), and 5. We may assume that F^ have the same 
fixed size n. Refining still further, we may assume F^ (/), (£ < u\), is increasing for all 
/ < n. Let Zl be an uniform ultrafilter on CJI. Then we can choose i,j < n such that 

(s) a.e.u £ a.e.u 77 a{F$ (1)^(7)} <$• 

CASE 1. sup^ F%(i) < sup^ F^(j). By (s) and the fact that ft is a witness for the 
negation of CC there exist £0 < • • • < £ * < ^1 such that if ai — F^ (/) for t — 0 , . . . , k, 
then 8 < h(ao,..., a^) < u\ for some Skolem function h of ft and such that the set 

X= {r? < ui :a(ai9Fv(j)) <8 for all £ < k} 

is in U. In particular, X is uncountable. Choose an 77 in X such that (3 = F^ (/) is above ak. 
Let or in { aro,..., or*} be such that b(a,f3) > b{ot£,(3) for all £ < k. Then <x0,..., or* 
are all in 5 ^ , and so a(a,f3 ) > h(ao, ...,ak)> 8, a. contradiction. 

CASE 2. sup^ F^(i) > sup^ Fv(j). By (s) there is £ above sup^ F^O) such that 
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is in £Z. Since b (-,F^ (/)) is one-to-one there is 77 in Y such that byF^ij),F^{iyj > 8 
But this contradicts the fact that a dominates b. (See the remark after the definition of a.) 
This finishes the proof. 

From now on, we shall fix an a satisfying Lemma 4. Moreover we shall need another 
e: [^2J

2 —> u)\ such that for all a < f3 < 7 < UJ2 (see [20; §2, p. 274,1.18]): 
(t) e(-, a): a —-> u\ is countable-to-one 
(u) Ka ,7 ) <max{é<a,/?),£(/?,7)}. 
(v) e(a,/?)<max{é<a,7),é</?,7)}. 

By increasing a we shall assume that a(a,(3) > e(a, fi) for all a and /?. Finally we are 
ready to define our poset fP as the set of all /?: [Dp]2 —> a;, where D^ is a finite subset of 
co>2, satisfying the following key condition with respect the two partitions a and e\ 

(w) If a, f3 and 7 are three distinct elements of Dp with 7 smaller than both a and 
/3 , thene(7 ,a)> a(<x,(3) implies/?(7, a ) ^ p(7,/3). 

(Note that if e(7,a) > a(a,/3) > e(a,(3), the conditions (u) and (v) easily give 
e(l,a) = e(7f,(3), so there is no ambiguity in (w)). We let/? < q if /? extends q and 
/?(£, a ) ^ /?(£, /? ) for all a < /3 in Dq and £ (< a ) in Dp\ Dq. The crucial part of the 
proof is contained in the following claim. 

CLAIM. fP is a ccc poset. 

PROOF. Let /?£,(£ < UJ\), be a given sequence of elements of T. Let £>̂  be the 
domain of /?£. We may assume that D^ form a A-system with root D, and that for all £ 
and //, /?£ and p^ are isomorphic with respect to the order isomorphism of D^ and DJ] 

which fixes D. Let F^ be the set of all e(a, (3 ) for a < /? in D^. Refining further, we may 
assume that F^ form a A-system with root F. Choose è < uj\ above every element of F 
and every ordinal of the form a(a,f3) for a < (3 in D. By removing countably many 
£, we may assume that F^ \ F is above <5 for all £. By the property of a from Lemma 4, 
there exist £ ^ 77 such that 

fl{a,/3} > 6 fora G D ^ D a n d / 3 eD^D. 

Extend p^ U pn to a mapping /?: [Z)̂  U D,,]2 -> w which is one-to-one on new pairs 
avoiding the old values. Checking the following two facts will finish the proof. 

p < /?£ and/? < prj: By symmetry, we may check only/? < p^. Suppose a < (3 are in 
Df. and7 < a isinDv\D^ = A , \ D . If one of a and^ i s i n D c \ £>,/?(7,a) ^ /?(7,/3) 
follows from the behaviour of/? on new pairs. This means that we may assume that a 
and/3 are in A and so we have to check that p^ (7, a) ^ /?T?(7,/3). This will follow from 
(w) if we show that e(7, or) > a(a,(3). For this it suffices to show that e(7, a ) is in 
Frç \ F. Otherwise, since all p^ are isomorphic we would have that e(D^ (/), a ) G F for all 
C, < UJ\ where / is the place of 7 in Dv. This contradicts the condition (t). 

/? satisfies (w): Suppose a,(3 and 7 are three different elements of D^ U D^ with 7 
smaller than both a and /? such that e(l, a ) > a(a, /3 ). We have already noted that (u), 
(v) and the fact a(a,(3) ^ e(a,(3) give us the equality e(l, a) = e(l,(3). We have to 
prove that/?(7,o0 ^ /?(7,/3). By the choice of/? on a new pairs we may assume that 
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{ 7, a } and { 7, /? } are in [D^ ]2 U [D^ f. Since p^ and /^ both satisfy (w) the only case 
needed to be checked is when 7 G D and (say) a e D^\D and /? GD^\D. The equality 
e?(7, a) = e(l, /3) and the fact that F^HF^ = F show that e(l, a) must be in F which 
is bounded by 6. But a{ a, /3 } > £, a contradiction. This finishes the proof that !P is a 
ccc poset. 

Forcing internally by fP, we get a g: [o^]2 —• cc; such that 

{t<a:g(t,a)=g(t,l3)} 

is finite for all a < (3 < UJ2. Let c(a,(3) = 2g(a9/3) + 2 for a < /?, c(a,/3) = 
2g(a, f3 ) + 1 for a > ft, and c(a, /? ) = 0 for a = f3. It is straightforward to check that 
c cannot be constant on the product of any two infinite subsets of u)2. This completes the 
proof. 

By comparing [0; pp. 593^] and [7; p. 163] we may conclude that some of the ar
guments from the proof of Theorem 3 must have been known to Baumgartner and Tay-
lor,and Galvin. For example, Theorem 3 (or its proof) seems to be relevant to some ques
tions asked in [0; p. 607]. Functions a: [UJI]2 —* vi with the unboundedness property of 
Lemma 4 have been also considered in some other places in the literature (see [15],[13]). 
For example, in [15; p. 141] Galvin constructed such an a starting from a chain in u"1, 
< * of type (J2 + 1, an assumption that is stronger than the negation of CC. Theorem 2.10 
of [13] claims that we even have an equivalence in Galvin's Theorem provided the parti
tion a has the following stronger unboundedness property: for every uncountable disjoint 
family J of finite subsets of uj2 and for every 6 < LJ\ there exist uncountable Q Ç ^ 
such that for every F ^ G in Ç, a{ a,(3 } > 6 for a in F and /? in G. Note that in 
the context of MA^, the stronger unboundedness property is in fact equivalent to the 
unboundedness property of Lemma 4 since the poset of finite approximation to Ç is ccc. 
Hence, looking at the model of MA^, in which CC is false but in which UJ^, < * does not 
have chains of type 1D2 + 1, we see that Theorem 2.10 of [13] contradicts our Lemma 4. 
The model can be obtained by adding, in the standard way, a n-sequence to a model of 
CC. In fact, there is no need to further force MA^, (though, we can) since it is easily 
shown that if ( Ca : oc < LJ2) is a n-sequence and if p: [u^]2 —• w\ is defined (see [20; 
§ 2] ) recursively by 

p(a,0) = sup{tp(C> H a),p(a,min(Cp\aj),p(£,a) : ieCpH a) 

{p(a,a) — 0 for all a) , then p already has the stronger unboundedness property. 

The problem of forcing (Q)-/*C£) for other values of 0 is an interesting technical 
problem which does not seem to have been considered in the literature. 

4. A form of the Continuum Hypothesis. In this section we consider the following 
consequence of CH: 

(2) Every ccc poset of size at most c is the union 0/K1 centered subsets. 
A formulation of X in terms of ccc partitions has the following form. 
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(Z) For every ccc partition [X]<UJ = Ko U K\ on a set X of size at most c, the set X 

is the union of^\ 0-homogeneous subsets. 

By considering only partitions of some fixed finite power [X]m, the corresponding weaker 

(and more interesting) statement will be denoted by Em. The statement I has a strong 

influence on the reals very similar to that of CH. We shall now list some of the conse

quences using known ccc partitions. In every case we shall reproduce a short definition 

of the partition because of a later analysis of its definability properties. In what follows, 

R denotes the Baire space UJU . 

(14)I?implies b = uj\. 

Choose an < * -increasing and < * -unbounded sequence A = {/^ : £ < b} of elements 

of uu. Assume that every fa is increasing. F o r / and g in A, s e t / < g i f / ( i ) < g(i) for 

all /. We shall need the following two facts from [19; Lemmas 13 and 16] 

(x) The poset of all finite pairwise <-incomparable subsets of A is ccc. 

(y) A contains no subset of size b of pairwise ^ -incomparable elements. 

The partition [A]2 = K0 U K\ is defined by letting {f,g} in K0 if they are ^-incomp

arable. The statement I? and the property (y) imply that b must be equal to uj\. 

(15)Z3 implies that there is an uj\-scale in uou. 

For this we define [ R ] 3 = K0 U Kx by: {f,g,h} e K0 if two of the integers A(/,g), 

A(f,h) and A(g,/i) are different. Then (see [19; § 3, Theorem 7]) this is a ccc partition 

with the property that every O-homogeneons set is bounded in UJU . Hence I? gives us a 

subset of uw of size Ki which bounds every element of UJU . 

(16) X implies that every f: R —> R is the union o/Hi continuous subfunctions. Hence 

the continuum has cofinality u\. 

Define [R ] 3 = KQ U K\ by letting { x, y, z} in K0 if for every a, b, c in { x, y, z}, 

A(a,c) < A(b,c) implies Mf(a\f{c)) < Mf{b\f{c)\ 

(Recall that A(JC, x) = oo for all x). Then (see [19; p. 366]) this is a ccc partition with the 

property t h a t / is continuous on every O-homogeneous subset of R . This gives (16). 

It would be of interest to find more applications of Zm for some finite m, and in par

ticular of Z2. 

(17) X implies that every nonprincipal ultrafilter Zlonoj has ir-character Hi i.e., there 

is a family J- of size Hi of infinite subsets ofuj such that every element of Zl includes 

one of y:. 

For a finite subset F of 11, let a? be the intersection of F and let A/r be the set of all 

rmn(aAb) for a and b in F. The partition [£ / ] < a ; = ^ U ^ i is defined by letting an 

F in Âo if aF H k has size at least the size of AF n k for all k < UJ. Then (see [22; 
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Theorem 1.3]) this is a ccc partition with the property that every O-homogeneous set has 
infinite intersection. This gives (17). A similar idea applied to the family of all dense 
open subsets of { 0,1} <UJ (ordered by the reverse inclusion) gives the following fact. 

(18) X implies that there is a family $ of&\ nowhere dense sets of reals such that every 
nowhere dense set is included in a member of !f. 

To see this, let O be the family of all dense open subsets of { 0,1} <u} and for O ^ P in 
O let A(0,P) be the minimal^ such that OH {0,1}" ^ PC) {0,1}". For* Ç OletO* 
be the intersection of X, and let A* be the set of all A(<9, P) for O ^ P in X. Finally define 
[0]<UJ =K0UK{ by letting a finite X C 0 i n # o iff for all n < m in AX and s in {0,1} n 

there is t in { 0,1} m H Ox such that s Ç t. Then as in (17) one shows that the defined 
partition is ccc and has the property that Ox is dense open for every 0-homogeneous X. 
Applying X to [0]<UJ = K0 U Kx gives us (18). 

(19) X implies that the measure algebra has a dense subset ^ of size &i and there is a 
family Q of&\ null sets such that every null set is included in an element of Q. 

To see this, let J^ be the family of all compact sets of reals of measure > e (for some 
fixed s > 0). Put a finite subset F of J^ in Ko if its intersection has measure > e. Then 
[J%e]<UJ = KQ U K\ is 3. ccc partition (see [12; pp. 167-8 ]), and applying X we get a 
family J of Ki compact positive sets such that every positive set includes a member of 
f - Let Q be the family of complements of sets of the form Q + F for F in J. Then every 
null set is included in a member of Q. 

This means that X gives us Luzin and Sierpinski sets of reals and other similar conse
quences of CH. The purpose of this section is not only to list applications of X to known 
ccc partitions but also to give the following result involving ccc partitions of a quite 
different kind. 

THEOREM 4. X implies M -+ (u) U . 

PROOF. Suppose (^2)-/->{^) • Then c > 0J2 so L02 -5 (LU2,WI)<U; is a consequence 
of X. By Theorem 2, MA^2 holds for powerfully ccc posets. This means that the dense set 
of the measure algebra from (19), and therefore the whole measure algebra, is o -centered, 
a contradiction. This finishes the proof. 

COROLLARY 1. If O* does not exist then X implies that there is no inner model sat
isfying M AN2. 

PROOF. Suppose there is an inner model M such that UJ^ = ^2 and M \= MA^2. By 
Theorem 4 and upwards absoluteness, we must have M \= (^) —» (^) ' . By Theorem 3, 
we have M f= CC and, in particular, M \= 0# exists (see [6; p. 212 ]). Since 0 # is upward 
absolute (see [6; p. 138]), this completes the proof. 

It is still open whether X is in fact equivalent to CH. The Corollary 1 gives some 
restrictions and limits to a possible model of X and non-CH. Such a model-candidate 
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will be discussed in the next section where we consider some stronger forms of £. The 
present form of £ has its roots in the following problem of A. Blaszczyk: 

(20) Is there a compact ccc space of weight and density equal to c ? 

By considering a basis of a given compact space as a poset ordered by reverse inclusion, 
a positive answer to (20) would mean that £ is equivalent to CH. A negative answer to 
(20) would, in particular, mean that there is a model of set theory and a cardinal 6 < c 
such that every productively ccc poset of size at most c is the union of 8 centered subsets. 
Assuming 0 to be minimal possible (i.e., equal to UJ\ ) does not seem to make a difference. 

5. The Luzin-set Axiom. Let X be a topological space and let S be a subset of 
X. Then S is a Luzin subset of X if S is uncountable but S H N is countable for every 
nowhere dense N ÇX.ln [3], van Douwen and Fleissner have considered the following 
consequence of CH: 

(21) Every compact ccc space of n-weight at most c has a Luzin subset. 

By looking at the Stone space of the regular open algebra of a given ccc poset it follows 
that the statement £ of §4 is an immediate consequence of (21). In order to make (21) 
useful one needs to reformulate it in terms of partially ordered sets. The first such attempt 
was made in [3] and [14] where the following form has been suggested (and denoted by 
UFA): 

(22) Every ccc poset (P of size at most c has a Luzin family of filters, i.e., an uncountable 
family of filters such that every dense open subset of(P intersects all but countably 
many of them. 

The following fact shows that (22) may not be the right formulation of (21). 

PROPOSITION 1. (22) is equivalent to CH. 

PROOF. It should be clear that (22) is a consequence of CH so let us prove the con
verse. For this we shall use the b -sequence A of ( 14) and its ccc partition [A]2 = AT0U K\. 
We shall assume that, moreover, A has the following property: 

(z) For every finite 0-homogeneous subset B of A there are arbitrarily large £ < b 
such that B U {/$} is still 0-homogeneous. 

It is easily seen that such an A can be obtained either by an inductive construction or by 
refining the A of (14). Fix also an e: [b +]2 —+ b such that e(-, a): a —+ b is one-to-one 
for all a. Let fP be the set of all pairs/? = {BP,FP}, where Bp is a finite 0-homogeneous 
subset of A and Fp is a finite subset of b + such that for every a < f3 in Fp there is an/f 
in Bp such that £ > e(a, /3 ). We let/? < q iïïBp D Bq and Fp D Fq. A standard A-system 
argument plus the properties (x) and (z) of A show that <P is a ccc poset. If (22) applies 
to P̂ it would give us, in particular, a filter ft Ç <B of size b+. By the definition of IP, the 
union oîBp for/7 in J will be a 0-homogenous subset of A of size b contradicting (y). 
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This means that b = c. Applying (22) to the poset of all finite O-homogeneous subsets 
of A, we get b = u\. This completes the proof. 

An examination of the above poset (P shows that one of the reasons it cannot have large 
filters is that two compatible elements of ¥ may not have the greatest lower bound (g£ b) 
in fP. Another (deeper) reason for this is that providing an extension of two compatible 
elements of fP needs a reference to two quite complex objects A and e. Note that T 
does have large centered subsets which suggests that the following might be the right 
formulation of (21) in terms of partially ordered sets. 

(23) Every ccc poset fP of size at most c has a Luzin family of centered subsets i.e., 
an uncountable family of centered sets such that every dense open subset of (P 
intersects all but countably many of them. 

Note that if (P is closed under gib it does not really matter whether in (23) we talk about 
filters or centered sets. However, it should be noted that many interesting posets are not 
closed under g I b. The proof (via the Stone space of the regular open algebra of T) that 
(21) and (23) are equivalent statements is left to the reader. They will be from now on 
called the Luzin-set Axiom. A typical application of this axiom (which we do not know to 
be also a consequence of X) is the following construction reproduced here from [3; 4.6]. 
Let R be the Baire space OJ" with an open countable basis *B closed under finite unions 
and let X be a subset of R. Let fP be the set of all pairs {B, F) where B is an element of 
<B and F is a finite subset of R \ X such that B H F = 0. Set (A, F) < (B, G) iff A D B 
and F D G. Let ¥* be the set of all p in 2*" such that p(i) = ( 0,0) for all but finitely 
many /, ordered coordinatewise. Then (P* is a a-centered poset such that the existence 
of a Luzin family of centered subsets of *P* yields that X is the union of Hi GUx subsets 
of R (and also the intersection of Ki FU] subsets of R ). Thus, we have 

(17) The Luzin-set Axiom for a-centered posets implies that every set of reals is cj\-
Borel. Hence, the Luzin-set Axiom for a -centered posets implies that 2C = 2Hl. 

The problem with gib encountered in Proposition 1 also occurs in the notions of de
finable or weakly definable posets discussed in [3]. For this reason we shall rewrite and 
supplement the discussion of [3]. The definable of [3] seems to mean that the domain, 
the ordering, and the incomparability relation of a given poset ¥ are all definable by 
absolute formulas. If the condition is so restrictive, the natural model (see below) does 
indeed show the consistency with non-CH of the corresponding Luzin-set Axiom even 
in its strong form (22). The number of such posets is small (< c) which makes the cor
responding axiom rather weak (though still useful; see [3]). It seems more reasonable to 
drop the requirement that the domain of the poset is definable. This would increase the 
number of posets (to 2C) and make the corresponding Luzin-set Axiom much stronger. 
(A similar evolution of an axiom occurred in the case of the Open Coloring Axiom (see 
[21]) which in the unrestricted form turned out to be quite useful.) However, if we re
move the restriction that the domain of a poset (P is definable the problem of filter versus 
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centered set does occur so we can expect only the form (23) of the axiom. More impor
tant than this is the fact that it does not seem to be sufficient (as suggested in [3]) that 
only the two place compatibility relation is definable, we need definability of the w-place 
compatibility relation Cmp!p(po, • • • ,Pn-\) (meaning that there is a/7 such that/7 < pt for 
all / < n) for all 2 < n < UJ. Thus we shall say that a poset 

2>=(P,^p,Cmp£>n < a ; 

is definable iff there exist ^ and Cmpn,(rc < a;), in L(R) (or, more generally, in 
HOD(wOrd)) such that 

<v=<\ P and Cmp^, = Cmp" \ Pn 

for all n. The corresponding statement (23) will be called the Definable Luzin-set Axiom. 
Note that formulating the definable form of X i.e., defining the notion of a definable 
partition of the form [X]<UJ = K0 U Kx (or [X]m = K0 U K{) is much simpler and 
natural (much in the spirit of OCA). All we have to say is that there is Ko in L(R ) (or in 
HOD^Ord)) such that K0 = K0n [X]<u} (or K0 H [X]m). The reader should not have 
any difficulty in checking that the partitions of (14)—(19) are all definable by very simple 
formulas. In fact, under the right interpretations of X as a set of reals, all of them involve 
open Ko. Note also that (24) involves a definable poset. In fact, every a-centered poset T 
can naturally be represented to have domain a set of reals while <# and Cmp^, (n < UJ), 
are restrictions of Borel relations of R. This means that (14)—(19) are consequence of 
the definable form of X and that (24) is the consequence of the definable form of the 
Luzin-set axiom (23). (The reader may also check (see [3]) that applying the definable 
Luzin-set axiom to more standard posets one can get (14)—(19) with less work.) Another 
class of posets (P that allow to be represented with sets of reals as their domains and with 
<<P and Cmp̂ > as restrictions of G& relations of R is the class of all posets of size at 
most p. This is an immediate consequence of the well-known fact that every relation on 
p allows an almost disjoint coding (see [12] and [4; 21F and 21Ne]). The posets involved 
in the proof of Theorem 4 are not definable in the above sense. In fact, we shall now see 
that f^2) —•> (") ' is not a consequence of the definable form of the axiom. This follows 
from Corollary 1 and the proof of the following result which should provide a good test 
of the reader's understanding of the above definitions and which should be compared 
with the corresponding discussion in [3; § 6]. 

THEOREM 5. The Definable Luzin-set Axiom and the negation of the Continuum Hy
pothesis are consistent relative to the consistency of a weakly compact cardinal. 

PROOF. Let our ground model be the constructible universe where we fix a weakly 
compact cardinal K. Let Coll (a;, < K) be the standard poset that collapses K\OW\ and 
in its forcing extension let Q^^a < CJI), be the standard finite-support ccc iteration 
such that Q) = {0} and Q* |= MA& c = Na+2 for 0 < a < UJX.TO simplify the 
notation, let Va denote the forcing extension of Coll (u\,< K) * Q*. Thus, V° is the 
forcing extension of Collai, < «). 
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Suppose we have a definable ccc poset P̂ in V^. Let <p and <pn,(n < u), be formulas 
with parameters either reals or ordinals such that forp and q in the domain P of fP, 

/ ) < ^ i f f L ( R ) h ^ ( M , . . . ) , 

and also that for every 2 < n < UJ and;?o, • • • ,pn-\
 m P> 

po> • • • »Pw-i are compatible in P̂ iff L(R ) |= ipnipo, • • • ,Âi, • • •)• 

By weak compactness of K the names of parameters occuring in <p and (pn, (n < UJ) can 
be included in a regular subposet of Coll (LJ,< K) * Q ,̂ of size < /c. So, factoring we 
may assume that all parameters are in the ground model. Now we shall need the following 
well-known result of Kunen (see [18], [5]) which is stated here in the form that will be 
used. (The S below can be any KCC poset that collapses K to uj\.) 

LEMMA 5. If n is a weakly compact cardinal then for every KCC poset S of the form 
Coll ((j, < K) * CL the L(R) of S and the L(R) of Coll (u,< K) satisfy the same 
sentences with parameters from the ground model. 

We are now ready to finish the proof of Theorem 5. The domain P of Î7 may not be 
definable but it is certainly included in a set from L(R ) i.e., the field of the relation defined 
by ip. (For concreteness assume that P is, in fact, a subset of R.) Let Pa = P H Va for 
0 < a < uj\. In Va, let %x be the poset of all finite subsets {po,... ,pn-\} of Pa such 
that ifnipo, • • • ,pn-\,. • •) is satisfied by L(R ) of Va. The ordering of %x is the reverse 
inclusion. Note that 

Va h W h ^ ( P o , . . - , A , - ! , - . - ) iff 

V? | =L( f t ) h^ (Po , . . . , P« - i , . . . ) 

for all (3 such that a < (3 < UJ\ . To see this, first absorb />o» • • • > Ai-i in a small (< /c) 
forcing extension and then apply Lemma 5. This means that %* Ç ^ for a < (3 and 
that every %x is a ccc poset being a subset of the ccc poset %iJ] of all finite consistent 
subsets of fP. Applying MA in V0^1 to %x+\ and the family of all maximal antichains of 
%x+\ which happen to be in Va gives us a filter fa of ^ + i . Then { U Ja : a < UJ\ } is 
a Luzin set of centered subsets of fP since every maximal antichain of fP occurs in some 
Va for a < uj\. This finishes the proof. 

The crucial difficulty encountered in the above proof (which does not occur for the 
more restrictive notion of definable in [3]) is that if we have, for example, po and pi in 
Pa which are compatible in & i.e., for which <p2(Po,P\, • • •) holds in L(R ) then finding 
the common extension of po andpi involves reference to the indefinable object P. Thus, 
the restriction of P̂ to Pa may not be a poset at all ! This explains the need for %x whose 
definition uses the compatibility relations of iP in all dimensions. Note also that while 
fa is a filter of %x+\, in general, its union is only a centered subset of (P. 

Note that in the proof of Theorem 5 the fact that the ordering ^ of our poset (P is 
definable has not been used, so the definition of a definable poset can be relaxed slightly. 
However, at the moment we don't see any advantage of this change. 
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Since X2-statements are absolute ([17]) the weakly compact cardinal (and the first 
extension by Coll (a;, < «)) is not needed in showing that Q^ forces the Luzin-set axiom 
for S2-definable posets. Note that many standard ccc posets do belong to this class. For 
example, the partitions (posets) of (14)—(19) as well as all a -centered posets (e.g., (24)) 
and all ccc posets of size at most p belong to this class. Unfortunately, the iteration 
Ox, (a < LJ\), can never force the full Luzin-set Axiom (23) nor even the statement Z 
of § 4 regardless of the ground model we start with. This has been first shown by Merrill 
[13] exploiting heavily the fact that this is a finite-support iteration which therefore adds 
cofinally many Cohen reals. Note that Corollary 1 is saying that if 0 # does not exist then 
no matter how you iterate as long as you preserve 0J2 and have sufficient amount of MA 
in at least one of the intermediate models the resulting limit will fail to force Z. This 
makes it quite unlikely that one can produce a model of Z plus non-CH without using a 
substantial large cardinal assumption. 

6. Questions. The following is a list of open problems concerning the subject mat
ter of this paper. It should be noted that almost all of them are well-known open problems 
scattered through the literature under various terminologies. Of course, they vary in im
portance and difficulty and generally they are less technical than they appear to be. 

(25) Is MA equivalent to MA restricted to powerfully ccc posets? 
(26) Let 11 be a family of infinite sets of integers closed under finite intersections. 

Does there exist a ccc partition [II]2 = KoU K\ (or [£Z]m = KoU K\ for some 
finite m) such that 0-homogeneous sets have infinite intersections? 

(27) Is Z equivalent to CH? 
(28) Does Z imply Chang's Conjecture if CH fails? 
(29) Does Z imply 2Hl = 2C? 
(30) Do we need a weakly compact cardinal for the consistency of the definable Luzin-

set Axiom with non-CH? 
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